
Portégé® X40-K Laptop Series (February 28, 2022) 

SHORT DESCRIPTION ~ 67 words 

The Dynabook Portege® X40-K rings in a new era of premium business computing, boasting 

greater performance, relentless security, and a skillfully crafted, dark blue aluminum chassis 

that is stylish and durable. Configurable with powerful and efficient hybrid-architecture 12th 

Gen Intel® Core™ processors, up to 64GB of memory and Wi-Fi 6E, this laptop rips through 

tasks at incredible speed, while the 14-inch IPS display, DTS® audio system and variety of 

hardware and software security features create a safe and productive workspace anywhere.   
LONG DESCRIPTION ~ 162 words 

The Dynabook Portege® X40-K rings in a new era of premium business computing, boasting 

greater performance, uncompromising security, and a skillfully crafted chassis that is both 

stylish and durable. Configurable with Windows 11 Pro, 12-core hybrid-architecture 12th Gen 

Intel® Core™ processors, and up to 64GB of memory, this laptop breezes through even the 

most complex tasks. With a new aluminum chassis that measures 17.9mm thin and weighs 

under 3.2 pounds1, this stylish and durable laptop was designed to withstand the rigors of daily 

use in or out of the office. The 14-inch IPS display, DTS® audio, HD webcam and dual mics 

enable high-quality video conferencing for modern collaboration and productivity, while Wi-Fi 

6E, and Gigabit LAN ports deliver blazing fast wired and wireless connections. A variety of 

advanced hardware and software features fortify this Secured-core PC with vault-like protection 

against privacy and security threats. Backed by Dynabook’s +Care Service® Warranty2 with On-

Site the Portégé X40-K will deliver years of worry-free reliability.  
Headlines 

Performance and Style for a Whole New 
Era of Business 
 
The New Look of Premium 
 
Unique by Design, Excellent by Virtue  
 
Outstanding Performance With a Design 
That Stands Out  
 
Everything and More Without Weighing 
You Down  

With Great Power Comes Great 
Productivity 
 
Performance That Outperforms All 
Expectations 
 
Next-Level Performance and Portability 
For The Modern Workplace 
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FEATURE VIGNETTES 

Performance for Maximum Productivity 
With full-performance 12th Gen Intel® Core™ processor options, the Portégé® X40-K benefits 

from the massive performance boost and enhanced efficiency afforded by Intel’s all-new hybrid 

architecture. Configurable with 12 core CPUs, up to 64GB of memory and reinforced with ultra-

fast SSD storage, Wi-Fi 6E and Thunderbolt™ 4, the Portégé X40-K delivers amazing 

performance. 

 

Connect at a New Level 
Beyond its ultrafast Thunderbolt™ 4 ports, the Portégé® X40-K features a mix of full-size ports, 

including HDMI®, USB-A (with Sleep & Charge) and Gigabit LAN for seamless, adapter-free 

wired connectivity. To maximize the benefits of Thunderbolt 4, Dynabook offers docking 

solutions that seamlessly connect up to four external displays, as well as a variety of other USB 

and USB-C® accessories with a single cable connection. 

 

Premium Inside and Out 
Featuring a new, compact aluminum chassis the Portégé® X40-K is the perfect mix of style, 

form and function. Housing a vibrant, edge-to-edge 14-inch IPS or multi-touch display, 

premium backlit keyboard and multi-touch ClickPad embedded into a comfortable aluminum 

palm rest, the Portégé X40-K exudes quality craftsmanship. 

 

Security Taken Seriously 
The Dynabook Portégé® X40-K is among the most secure Windows PCs in the world. Featuring 

a secure mix of hardware, firmware, software and identity protection technologies, it is suitable 

for mission critical users in even the most data-sensitive industries. Dynabook writes its own 

BIOS, providing an incredibly secure foundation. Further bolstering security, this laptop features 

face and fingerprint biometric recognition options and an integrated webcam privacy shutter.   
 

A Lasting Experience 
The Portégé® X40 was designed to provide years of worry-free operation in even the most 

grueling work environments. Engineered and tested to MIL-STD-810H standards for endurance 

and durability, its ultra-durable aluminum chassis is tough, stylish and helps defend against 

accidental damage. 
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Even Greater Productivity and Efficiency 
With more efficient hardware, including new 12th Gen Intel® Core™ processors, the Portégé® 

X40-K delivers up to a XX hour3battery life rating of unplugged performance for unhindered 

productivity on the go. When not in use, Sleep & Charge technology keeps a USB port powered, 

allowing the laptop to charge a smartphone and other accessories. 

 

GALLERY FEATURES 

Processor 

Configurable with ultra-powerful and highly efficient 12th Gen Intel® Core™ processors and 

Intel® Iris® Xe graphics, the Portégé® X40-K delivers the industry-leading speed, visuals, 

security and enhanced connectivity features demanded by modern businesses.    
Operating System 

The Portege X40-K can be pre-configured with either Windows 10 Pro or Windows 11 Pro, two of 

the most widely utilized and secure computer operating systems for businesses. Windows 11 

Pro provides enhanced productivity features that deliver users a more personalized and 

intuitive user experience. Built on the consistent and compatible Windows 10 foundation, 

Windows 11 can be managed with familiar tools and processes.   
 

Audio 

The integrated stereo speakers are tuned to deliver fantastic sound quality with excellent depth, 

while DTS® processing provides an immersive listening experience for calls, movies, music and 

games.  

 

Docking 

For maximized workspace productivity, Dynabook offers docking solutions that charge your 

laptop, support up to four external 4K displays and connect several USB-A and USB-C® 

accessories with a single-wire connection.   
 

Keyboard 

Equipped with premium full-sized, raised tile, backlit keyboard the Portégé X40-K offers a 

satisfying typing experience. 
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+Care Service Warranty with On-Site 
The Portégé® X40-K comes with the Dynabook +Care Service® Warranty2 with On-Site that 

includes three years of on-site service standard for featured configurations and four years of on-

site service for Build-to-Order configurations. With access to an extensive service and support 

network, Dynabook +Care Service warranty helps businesses minimize downtime and reduce IT 

costs. 

 
1. Weight. Weight may vary depending on product configuration, vendor components, manufacturing variability and options 

selected.  
2. +Care Service® Warranty with On-Site. Dynabook’s standard limited warranty terms and limitations apply.  Visit 

https://support.dynabook.com/warranty for details. 
3. Battery Life Rating. Dynabook battery life ratings are measured with Mobile Mark™ 2018.  

 
 

https://support.dynabook.com/warranty
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